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KARL KLINK  RISH M 100x2800x800 S  helical broaching 
machine in double column table-up design with D-DRIVE 

 

 

The innovative concept of this unique 
machine is specially designed for 
complex helical broaching operations 
requiring very high broaching forces.  
 

The design with table-up permits a 
relatively compact construction with 
very long broaching stroke.  

 
Machine data  
 

Broaching capacity 100 metric tons*
 

Broaching stroke 2800 mm 
 

Table width 800 mm 
 

* = 1000 kN 

 
Automation and operation friendly 
 

- the open double column design 
permits the automatic loading and 
unloading from the rear of the 
machine  

 

- at the same time the front stays 
accessible for adjustments, tool 
change, maintenance or manual 
loading and unloading 
Workpiece spectrum  
 

Large ring gears with straight or 
helical internal teeth predominate. 
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Flexibility 
 

Free programmability of the helical 
kinematics (e. g. right-handed / left-
handed rotation, any helix angle) by 
means of easy input of the essential 
parameters on the CNC-panel.  
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Double column 
 

Double column design for central force broaching. Machine 
base frame extremely stiff torsionally, optimised for very 
high broaching forces. Exactly adjustable sliding guides.  
 
DOUBLE − DRIVE 
 

2 electro-mechanical broaching drives with planetary roller 
screw are synchronised in an electronically controlled 
Gantry-structure. 
 
Accuracy 
 

Highest rigidity and linearity of the machine frame and of the 
electro-mechanical drive system provide precise numerical 
controlled helical kinematics in spite of high forces.  
CNC-helical broaching device  
 

Digitally controlled AC servo driven 
rotation unit via a backlash and torsion 
free drive for torques until 7600 Nm. 
 
Hydraulic clamping fixture 
 

The clamping pressure is controlled and 
can be programmed for adjustments  
over the broaching stroke – in 
accordance with the particular 
workpiece profiles.  
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